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Men’s Rings: The Engagement Ring Guide

Men’s rings tend to come in the form of simple, sturdy bands, without much embellishment sticking out of
them. That’s what makes them so plain and simple.

March 9, 2010 - PRLog -- Traditionally men don’t really like the idea of having an engagement ring, but
men’s rings are not taking a new turn and these new symbols of commitment are becoming more and more
popular nowadays. If you haven’t yet, then maybe you should start trying to learn more about what types of
men’s rings are more appreciated by the average guy. You never know when you’re going to need the
knowledge, after all.

Obviously, men’s rings, especially engagement rings tend to have a different class and style than that of the
conventional women’s wedding rings. Men’s rings are less likely to have large diamond studs on them the
way women want it. In fact, the designs that seem to appeal to masculinity are those which have more
subtle designs.

Men’s rings tend to come in the form of simple, sturdy bands, without much embellishment sticking out of
them. That’s what makes them so plain and simple.

Men’s rings, in effect, become more suitable for sports, work, and other facets of active lifestyles.

This is not to say, however, that women are not without any chance of being able to personalize their men’s
rings for their significant other. In fact, there are tons of ways of making the ring less dull even without
sticking a rock on top of it.

Some women choose to have their men’s rings made with two different types of metal, such as yellow and
white gold. These are popularly called as “two-tone” rings. There are also ring makers that make their
men’s rings with varying alloys in order to create a subtle yet complex design out of the simple ring shape.

Men’s rings are not also devoid of jewelry. Different kinds of precious stones can be added to the ring as
design without making them look bulky. The gems are small yet distinct, so they can be embedded between
the bands themselves to add to the design.

There are also men’s rings that are personalized with small messages from their loved one, engraved in
script or any other font. Even the simple adding of the name of the one who will wear the men’s ring is
enough to effectively personalize the ring and make it special.

We all know that women’s engagement rings can cost quite the penny; but what about men’s rings? The
truth is that men’s rings cost relatively the same as women’s engagement rings. You might wonder why
men’s rings would cost the same despite the big difference because the rings for women have really big
stones on them while men’s rings don’t. This is because what men’s rings lack in gemstones they make up
for weight. These rings are made heavier and sturdier, so it sort of offsets the difference from their female
counter parts.

But whether engagement rings for men differ or possess similarities from their female counterparts, these
special tokens carry the same purpose of publicly and privately declaring one’s love for another – a symbol
of commitment that a couple will share forever.

Read more about - mens rings - http://www.northskull.com
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